
Come and enjoy La Pedrera-Casa Milà totally safe  

At La Pedrera-Casa Milà we are eager to share Gaudí's masterpiece with you and that is 

why we are preparing everything to reopen the building very soon with all the necessary 

security measures to ensure that you can enjoy the visit with maximum safety. 

For the Catalunya La Pedrera Foundation, which manages La Pedrera, people have 

always been our reason for being. That is why, now more than ever due to the COVID 

19 crisis, we want to guarantee your well-being and security. We want you to enjoy with 

us again, as always, and with complete confidence. 

Therefore, we will apply all safety and hygiene protocols, even beyond what is 

established by legal regulations: 

 

We will reduce the capacity of the building to avoid crowds and ensure a safe 

distance between people, and with the installation of plastic screens in places 

where necessary. 

 
 The temperature of all personnel and visitors will be controlled. 

 

 
 The use of face masks will be mandatory. 

 
  

All spaces in the building will have sanitizing gel dispensers. 

 
  

We will increase the frequency of cleaning in all the spaces. 

 
 All the Attention to the Visitor personnel will have one-person protection 

materials such as protective glasses or visors, face mask and gloves.  

 
 If necessary, you can ask La Pedrera workers for the emergency phone numbers 

and addresses of the nearest hospitals and health centers. 

 

These measures have been adopted following the instructions of the experts and the 

competent authorities, implementing the corresponding protocols and ensuring, in this 

way, that the most important thing is enjoying the unique experience of visiting La 

Pedrera. You can be sure that your health is our priority. We will be waiting for you! If 

you need more information, do not hesitate to contact us via email info@lapedrera.com 

In La Pedrera-Casa Milà #wetakecareofUmorethanever 
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